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Topic

Class – 1

Super Seasons

This half term we will be

Welcome to our new

writing non -fiction texts

term! This half term we

This half term our focus

for the Seasons. WE will

will be learning about

is Science and

This term we will also be

‘Super Seasons’ We are

Geography. We will be

learning that = means

also being really brave

learning about the

and leaving our adults at

different weather symbols

begin to distinguish
between fact and
opinion. We will also be

the same as and conduct

writing a short story by

some investigation and

the cloakroom door. All

and which season they

sequencing sentences.

problem solving activities.

messages come through

relate to. We will observe

We will learn what verbs,

We will be learning the

to me from Mrs Freeman

the weather and the

adjectives and nouns are.

vocabulary for more and

in the morning.

changes between the

We will continue to make

less than and using it to

Topic:

seasons. We will learn

Super Seasons

facts about trees, sunlight

Class Books

and the weather for each

adding a single a 2 digit

Tree

season. Children will learn

number together to find

Ferdie and the Falling

scientific vocabulary such

Leaves.

as observe and predict.

sure all writing has capital compare numbers. We
letters, full stops and
finger spaces.

will then move on to

a total.

Bear snores on.
Design Technology &
Art

Music

Computing
The computers will be
used to help us use

Science

Throughout our science
we will observe change in
state (ice), the changes in
weather and learn about
the weather for each
season including some
extreme weather. The
children will learn about
evergreen and deciduous
trees, the change in the
length of day and the
things they should wear
for types of weather.

PSHE & Religious

PE

Education
This half term we will be

We are designing and

technology safely and

practising Yoga. We will

making kites! We will

correctly. We will

move our bodies with

In music we will be

continue to learn how to

This half term we are

control. Please make sure

making lots of sounds

be safe on the internet

learning about creation

your child has a named

and rhythm with untuned

and what the different

stories. The creation

P.E kit in school. P.E is

effectiveness of the kite

percussion. We will also

hazards are when we are

stories span a range of

Monday and Friday.

in the wind. WE wil cut

be using our voices to

online or on any

faiths and religions.

out our own shapes and

make noises to add to

computer or ICT.

Children will draw the

build our own simple
structure and then
evaluate the

then ad buttons for
design with a running

our own scores for a

stages for the stories,

dinosaur rumpus!

retell and make their own

stitch. The children will

creations out of

also learn about colour

plasticine.

palettes and hot and
cold colours.

